
It has been narrated in the various books of supplication that the following supplication should be written by the brother or sister in
prison and kept with him/herself at all times:
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YAA MUKHAL-LISSAL 'LABNA MIM BAYNA FARH-THIN WA DAMIN NAJJ-
JIN-NEE MINAL MAHBASI BllIAQ-QI 'EEBAADIKAL MUKHLIS.
"0' the One who has purified the milk (that comes) from between the refuse and
blood Save me from the prison for the sake of your sincere servants,"

It has been narrated in the various books of supplication that the following supplication should be recited by the brother or sister in
prison constantly:
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ALLAHUMMA BI HAQQIL ARSHI WA MAN 'ALAAHU WA BI HAQQIL WAHEE
WA MAN AWHAAHU WA BIHAQQINNABEE'EEWAMANNABBAAHUWA
HI HAQQIL BAYTI WA MAN BANAAHU. YA SAAMIA' KULLI SAWT. YAA
JAAMIA' KULLI FAWT. YAA BAARIAN NUFUUSI BADAL MAWT. SALLI
'ALA MUHAMMAD WA AHLE BAYTE-HEE WA AATINAA WAJAMEEI'AL
MO'MENEEN WAL MO'MENAAT FEE MASHAARIQAL ARDHEE WA
MAGHAARIBIHAA FARAJAN MIN 'INDIKA 'AATILAN HI SHAHAADATI AN
LAA ILAHA ILLA ALLAAH WA AN-NA MUHAMMADAN 'ABDUKA WA
RASULUKA. SALLA ALLAHU 'ALAYHI WA AALEHEE WA 'ALA
DHURIYATEHEET TAYYIBEENAT TAAHEEREEN WA SALLA-MA
TASLEEMAN KATHEERA. ALLAHUMMA EEYAAKA ARJUU WA EEYAAKA
AD'OOU FA BAL-LIGH-NEE AMALEE WA ASLIH 'AMALEE.
"0' Allahf for the sake of the Throne and the One Who is above it, and for the sake of
Revelation and the One Who revealed it, and for the sake of the Prophet and the One Who
appointed him, and for the sake of the House and the One Who constructed it 0' Hearer of
every soundf 0' Colledor of all that will pass. 0' Creator of the souls after (their) death. Send
Your blessings on Mul;ammad and his family and grant us and (grant all) the believing men and
believing women in the east of the Earth and the west of it (the Earth) deliverance from Yourself,
speedily (in this world), with the bearing witness that there is no god except Allah and verily
Mul;ammad is Your slave and Your Prophet, blessings of Allah be upon him and upon his family
and upon his chIldren, the righteous and pure, and send salutations (upon them), an appropriate
salutation in multitude. 0' Allahf Verily we turn to You and verily we call upon You, so help me
to reach my hopes and desires and make my amons righteous."


